M.Tech Admissions Shortlisting Criteria  
Department of Electrical Engineering, IIT Bombay  
Autumn 2021

1) For the M.Tech. RA category, candidates with GATE score above a threshold will be asked to fill a form seeking academic information and project/lab preferences. The GATE score threshold for the general category is 600 and for reserved categories, appropriately reduced cut-offs were used as per reservation rules.

2) Based on the number of forms received (and assuming it is greater than 238), the number of candidates shortlisted from the various GATE streams for the interview stage will be as follows:

   EC: 150  
   IN: 10  
   EE: 60  
   CS: 3  
   EP: 5  
   Metallurgy: 5  
   Biomedical: 5

3) For reserved categories, appropriately reduced cut-offs will be used as per reservation rules in all the above cases.

4) All candidates who applied in the Project Staff, Institute Staff, Sponsored, and IIT B.Tech categories and met the criteria mentioned in the brochure were shortlisted for interviews.